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Poems 

What are the differences of poems and texts? Read these examples. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

        

        

        

     

 

 

 

 

 

 A poem is a piece of writing that uses imaginative words to share ideas, 

emotions, or a story with the reader. A person who writes a poem is called a 

poet. Many poems have words or phrases that sound good together when 

they are read aloud. People have been writing poetry for over 4,000 years. 
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One day, I found a wallet 

while I was walking along the 

street. I was really surprised 

to see it. After that, I hurriedly 

headed to the police station 

to report the police to find its 

real owner.  

Open a book 

And you will find,  

People and places of every kind; 

Open a book 

And you can be, 

Anything you want to be; 

Open a book 

And you can share, 

Wondrous words you find in there 

Open a book 

And I will too, 

You read to me,  

And I’ll read to you!  

              -Anonymous  

 

 

 

1. Which is the text?  

____________________________ 

2. Which is the poem? 

_____________________________ 

3. How are they different?   

______________________________

_____ 

A 
B 



What is a rhyme?  

 A rhyme occurs when two or more words have similar sounds. What are some 

rhyming words in the poem above? 

The Fog I like the fog,  I can’t see a house,   The sun comes out,  

It’s soft and cool,   I can’t see a tree,   The fog goes away,  

It hides everything   Because the fog   But it will be back  

On the way to school.  Is playing with me.   Another day.  

         - Anonymous 

 

Who is the author of this poem? ________________________________________________  

What are some rhyming words in this poem? 

_______________________________________________________________________________  

What is a stanza? 

 A stanza is a group of lines in a poem (usually four or more lines), separated by 

space from other stanzas. It is much like a paragraph in prose. 

 How many stanzas are there in the above poem? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 


